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Chapter or the defence power. But against this unequivocal
	"   declaration falls to be set the recent upholding of the
Combines Investigation Act of the Dominion.1 It aims
at securing the punishment of persons who take part
in the operation of combines to the injury or restraint
of trade and commerce, and it was naturally feared
that it must share the fate meted out to the earlier
effort. But the Privy Council upheld the Act and the
auxiliary section of the Criminal Code as legitimate
measures of criminal law, and such penalties as were
not covered by this head were justified by the power of
taxation or the control of patents.
This sign of readiness to recognise that the federation
has powers of a wide character when necessary to secure
the public interest is also exhibited in the decision as to
the Eegulation and Control of Aeronautics in Canada.3
It was held without hesitation against the provinces
that the exclusive power to legislate on the whole topic
belongs to the Dominion. In part, of course, this rests
on the fact that under Section 132 of the constitution
Canada has power to implement obligations under
imperial treaties, and this term covers the Convention
of October 13, 1919, regarding aerial navigation. But
reference was also made to the trade and commerce
power, to the control of postal service, and to defence.
More important still is the insistence in the judgement
that the process of interpretation of the constitution
must not be allowed to dim or whittle down the terms
of the original contract on which the constitution was
1 Proprietary Articles Trade Assocn. v. A.-G. for Canada, [1931] A.C.
310. For a strong assertion of a generous view of the Canadian constitu-
tion see Edwards v. A.-G.for Canada, [1930] A.C. 124.
I   z [1932] A.C. 54. On the Air Convention see Keith, War Government
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